Introduction {#section1-1947603510397535}
============

A variety of articular cartilage repair treatments are in use or in development for clinical use.^[@bibr1-1947603510397535]-[@bibr5-1947603510397535]^ Prior to adopting novel methods that employ scaffolds, cells, biologics, and/or tissues, safety and efficacy need to be demonstrated through preclinical testing in relevant animal models and clinical trials. Accordingly, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) advisory committee has generated draft recommendations for the design of animal studies and clinical trials for cartilage repair.^[@bibr6-1947603510397535],[@bibr7-1947603510397535]^ Preclinical animal model endpoints were suggested to include histology, biomechanical evaluation, and safety. Clinical trial endpoints were suggested to include pain and functional outcomes, imaging, and biopsies. The draft guidance suggested that histological endpoints for clinical trials should evaluate matrix zonal organization, cell density, cell morphology, and inflammatory responses.^[@bibr6-1947603510397535]^ The purpose of this article is to suggest guidelines for tissue processing and standardized assessments that will facilitate compliance with FDA recommendations and that will also allow comparison between studies.

Histological evaluation of cartilage repair tissue must consider a variety of complicated structural features that allow cartilage to carry out its biomechanical function. Articular cartilage has a stratified tissue composition, zonal organization, smooth surface, and firm anchorage to the subchondral bone, all of which contribute to its unique ability to bear joint loads, retain water, deform, and rebound under a gliding and weightbearing motion. Normal adult hyaline articular cartilage contains, approximately, 75% w/v water, 13% w/w collagen, 6% w/w glycosaminoglycan (GAG), and 4% v/v cells.^[@bibr13-1947603510397535]-[@bibr15-1947603510397535]^ These high GAG and collagen levels control tissue water content and act synergistically to provide complex nonlinear and poroelastic biomechanical behavior.^[@bibr16-1947603510397535]^ Tensile stiffness and strength properties are primarily derived from the collagen network (mainly collagen type II), while both dynamic and equilibrium compressive stiffness are also greatly influenced by GAG content.^[@bibr17-1947603510397535]-[@bibr20-1947603510397535]^

Articular cartilage is structurally organized into 3 distinct zones ([**Table 1**](#table1-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr15-1947603510397535]^ The superficial zone is a relatively thin layer with horizontally oriented collagen bundles and flattened chondrocytes. The midzone is thicker and contains rounded chondrocytes and collagen bundles with heterogeneous orientation. The deep zone usually represents over half of the articular cartilage thickness in skeletally mature large animals and humans.^[@bibr21-1947603510397535],[@bibr22-1947603510397535]^ The deep zone contains larger chondrocytes and collagen fibers oriented perpendicular to the surface, which are also anchored into the calcified cartilage below. The tidemark is a mineralized cement line demarcating the noncalcified and calcified cartilage interface^[@bibr23-1947603510397535],[@bibr24-1947603510397535]^ ([**Figs. 1A**](#fig1-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"} and [**1B**](#fig1-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}). In the calcified cartilage layer, chondrocytes are quiescent, fewer in number, produce collagen type X, and express alkaline phosphatase.^[@bibr24-1947603510397535]-[@bibr26-1947603510397535]^ Healthy subchondral bone is also important for maintenance of the articular cartilage layer.^[@bibr27-1947603510397535]-[@bibr31-1947603510397535]^ In preclinical and clinical studies for cartilage repair, histology can be used as one of the structural outcome measures since it can provide information on the type of matrix and cellular components present and their relative organization. By utilizing other more complex techniques, such as immunohistochemistry or *in situ* hybridization, individual or particular cellular processes can be identified and localized.

###### 

The Zonal Variation Seen in Articular Cartilage

                           General Comments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Superficial Zone                                                                                        Midzone                                                      Deep Zone
  ------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Cells                    Chondrocyte morphology varies throughout depth of cartilage; no inflammatory cells present                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Elongated, single, and aligned parallel to the surface                                                  Rounded/oval and single                                      Rounded/oval cells; lacunae may be obvious; cells may be ordered into columns, depending on species, age, and location within joints but not in adult human knee/hip articular cartilage
  Extracellular matrix     homogeneous in appearance; contains no blood vessels or nerves                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Collagen fibers parallel to surface when visualized by PLM; smooth surface                              No obvious collagen fiber orientation when viewed with PLM   Collagen fibers perpendicular to the tidemark when viewed with PLMExpresses mineralization-related molecules such as alkaline phosphatase in deep aspect close to the bone
  Major matrix molecules   Collagen I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             May be present in superficial layer                                                                     Absent                                                       Absent (although reported sometimes in osteoarthritis in very lowest region)
                           Collagen II                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Throughout; may be absent in few upper microns^[a](#table-fn2-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^   Throughout                                                   Throughout
                           Proteoglycans (PGs): most abundant is aggrecan; demonstrable by IHC and/or metachromasia by staining with, for example, toluidine blue or safranin O; ratio of keratan sulfate (KS):chondroitin sulfate (CS) increases towards bone                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Throughout; may be absent in few upper microns^[b](#table-fn3-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^   Throughout                                                   Throughout
  Calcified cartilage      Layer of calcified (mineralized) cartilage below the tidemark forms a collagen type II+ undulating interface between the articular cartilage and lamellar bone and contains round chondrocytes that express collagen type X; the tidemark (or mineralization front) is located between the calcified and noncalcified zones and is demonstrable in adults as a fine, basophilic line(s) on H&E staining; it is not completely characterized but contains calcium phospholipid^[c](#table-fn4-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                                                                        Collagen type II fibers from hyaline tissue extend into calcified cartilage

Note: PLM = polarized light microscopy; IHC = immunohistochemistry; H&E = hematoxylin eosin.

Changes in osteoarthritis: initial denaturation seen here.^[@bibr8-1947603510397535]^

Changes in osteoarthritis: initial loss of PGs seen here.^[@bibr9-1947603510397535],[@bibr10-1947603510397535]^

Changes in osteoarthritis: vascular invasion of the tidemark from the subchondral bone^[@bibr26-1947603510397535]^ and reduplication of the tidemark is seen in aging and osteoarthritis.^[@bibr11-1947603510397535],[@bibr12-1947603510397535]^

![Different features of the osteochondral junction in normal and repair cartilage are revealed by hematoxylin and eosin (H & E) (**A**, **C**, **E**, **G**) and Safranin O/fast green/iron hematoxylin (SafO) (**B**, **D**, **F**, **H**). In normal human cartilage (**A** and **B**, adult hip surgical waste, femoral neck fracture), H&E clearly stains the tidemark (**A**, white arrows), while SafO readily discriminates cartilage from fast green--stained bone (below the black arrows, **B**). For heterogeneous human repair cartilage (**C** and **D**, biopsy taken 1 year postmicrofracture^[@bibr71-1947603510397535],[@bibr121-1947603510397535]^), H&E is better for determining the cartilage-bone boundary (black arrows, **C**) and abnormal mineralization (dashed circle), while SafO discriminates fibrocartilage from fast green--stained fibrous repair and bone (**D**). In hyaline cartilage repair elicited in a sheep model (**E-H**, 6 months posttreatment^[@bibr43-1947603510397535]^), the tidemark is beginning to form (white arrows, 10x magnification for **E** and **F**, 40x magnification for **G** and **H**). White arrows = tidemark; black arrows = cartilage-bone interface; AC = articular cartilage; cc = calcified cartilage; FC = fibrocartilage; HC = hyaline cartilage; b = bone.](10.1177_1947603510397535-fig1){#fig1-1947603510397535}

Previous Animal and Clinical Studies of Cartilage Repair Using Histological Endpoint Data {#section2-1947603510397535}
=========================================================================================

The major advantage of animal studies is that it is possible to control the lesion size, defect location, and timing of analysis; it is also possible to analyze the full width of the repaired defect and flanking native cartilage at one or more locations in the defect. Many animal studies analyze sections from 1 level in the defect (i.e., the middle)^[@bibr32-1947603510397535]-[@bibr39-1947603510397535]^; other studies analyzed sections from 2 or more distinct preplanned levels in the defect.^[@bibr40-1947603510397535]-[@bibr44-1947603510397535]^ Repair heterogeneity, however, can only be evaluated by sampling from more than 1 level in the defect. Animal histology data are used to determine whether an implant is retained in the defect,^[@bibr45-1947603510397535]-[@bibr47-1947603510397535]^ to calculate whether treatment has improved repair over a control defect,^[@bibr36-1947603510397535],[@bibr43-1947603510397535],[@bibr48-1947603510397535]-[@bibr50-1947603510397535]^ and to assess time-dependent changes in repair cartilage formation and durability.^[@bibr32-1947603510397535],[@bibr33-1947603510397535],[@bibr41-1947603510397535],[@bibr42-1947603510397535],[@bibr44-1947603510397535],[@bibr51-1947603510397535]-[@bibr53-1947603510397535]^ Animal studies are usually carried out with a control group.^[@bibr54-1947603510397535],[@bibr55-1947603510397535]^

Prospective human clinical studies with histological endpoints analyze biopsies collected during a second-look arthroscopy ([**Table 2**](#table2-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}). A 2-mm-diameter biopsy taken from the center of a lesion provides information for only a relatively small volume of tissue and at one time point. Although this local feature is often cited as a shortcoming of histological analyses, it is always present in any biopsy performed for a diagnostic purpose and thus does not in itself detract from the clinical utility of biopsy analysis. The amount and quality of information that can be obtained are very dependent on the quality of the biopsy obtained by the surgeon and the time interval after treatment.^[@bibr56-1947603510397535]-[@bibr61-1947603510397535]^ Limitations of biopsies are that they are invasive, although with some benefit to the patient in terms of personal observation of repair and clinical evaluation of the joint. Taking a biopsy requires surgical intervention with inherent risks (1 reported case of resolved infection^[@bibr62-1947603510397535]^) and could potentially damage the repair tissue being biopsied. It is generally believed that biopsy procurement does not induce any long-term deleterious effects for the patient or for the repair tissue since the 2-mm-diameter sample corresponds to a very small 0.04-cm^2^ area; an equine study showed no negative effects at 12 months after biopsy at 4 months postoperatively.^[@bibr63-1947603510397535]^

###### 

Published Histological Analyses of Human Repair Cartilage

  Reference                                                                                                                   Repair Procedure  Patient Number                \% of Patients Analyzed            H     H/FC    FC     TT     F    Bone   Patient Age (y)   Repair Tissue Postoperative Time         Failure Rate         Collagen Characterization  
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ --------------------- ------ ------------------------- ------ ------- ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ----------------- ---------------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------
  Surgical Waste or Biopsy of Failed Repair                                                                                     Sample (*N*)                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  Insall                                                                                                                            1967        Drilling                12               1               8%                          100%                                               56 ± 8                      4.9 ± 2.3 y                25% at 3-7 y         
  Nehrer                                                                                                                            1999        Abrasion               ---              12                             42%    17%    25%    10%   20%          0%                       39 ± 9                1 mo to 19 y (mean, 4 y)              ---             I, II, X
  Nehrer^[a](#table-fn6-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                     1999        Periosteal graft       ---               4                             25%    75%     0%    0%     0%        (OG75%)                    40 ± 9                5 mo to 10 y (mean, 5 y)              ---             I, II, X
  Nehrer^[a](#table-fn6-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                     1999        ACI (salvage)          ---               6                              0%     0%     0%    30%   70%          0%                       38 ± 9                25 mo to 7 y (mean, 4 y)              ---             I, II, X
  Bouwmeester^[b](#table-fn7-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"},[c](#table-fn8-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^          1999        Perichondrial graft     88              22              24%            29%           24%          24%          24%                      29 ± 9                 5-61 mo (mean, 21 mo)            24% at 2 y          I, II, X
  Biopsies: Unblinded Analysis                                                                                                 Biopsies (*N*)   H                      H/FC             FC               TT      F     Bone                                                                                                                                         
  Hangody                                                                                                                           1997        Mosaic                  44               6              14%                   100%                                                       N/A                       3 mo to 3.5 y                                    Picrosirius, PLM
  Roberts^[a](#table-fn6-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                    2003        ACI + mosaic                             6                             50%    50%     0%                                               35 ± 10                        9-34 mo                                       I, II, III, VI, X, PLM
  Roberts^[a](#table-fn6-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                    2003        ACI                                     14                             14%    43%    43%                                               35 ± 10                        9-34 mo                                       I, II, III, VI, X, PLM
  Marcacci^[d](#table-fn9-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                   2005        Hyalograft C           107              22              21%            55%    27%    18%                                                 N/A                   10-30 mo (mean, 15 mo)                               
  Henderson^[d](#table-fn9-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"},[e](#table-fn10-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^           2005        ACI                     53              20              35%            65%    15%    20%                                                 N/A                   7-24 mo (mean, 13 mo)                                
  Tins                                                                                                                              2005        ACI                     41              41              100%           10%    24%    61%           5%                                 35 (18-53)                       12 mo                                        PLM
  Hollander^[d](#table-fn9-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"},[f](#table-fn11-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^           2006        Hyalograft C                            23                             43%    13%    43%                                              36 (13-54)               6-30 mo (mean, 16 mo)                                I, II (biochem)
  Biopsies: Prospective Study, No Control Group                                                                                Biopsies (*N*)   H                      H/FC             FC               TT      F     Bone                                                                                                                                         
  Briggs^[g](#table-fn12-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                    2003        ACI - Chondroguide      14              13              93%            46%    15%    23%          15%                                 30 (16-51)                     11 ± 4 mo                                      II, X, PLM
  Bartlett                                                                                                                          2004        MACI                    47              11              23%            27%     9%    64%                                              33 (17-47)                       12 mo                                        II, IIa, X
  Bartlett                                                                                                                          2004        ACI-C                   44              14              32%            29%    14%    57%                                              34 (15-49)                       12 mo                                        PLM
  Moriya^[h](#table-fn13-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                    2007        ACI (on OCD)            6                6              100%            0%    67%    33%           0%                                 20 (13-35)                       12 mo                                        I, II
  Gikas                                                                                                                             2009        ACI, ACI-C, MACI       248              248             100%           24%    27%    46%           4%                                 33 (15-52)               3-55 mo (mean, 15 mo)                                PLM
  Biopsies: RCT, Blinded Analysis with Control                                                                                 Biopsies (*N*)   ICRS-II                 H              H/FC              FC     TT      F     Bone                                                                                                                                  
  Knutsen^[a](#table-fn6-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                    2005        MFX                     40              35              88%            11%           17%          51%          20%                      18-45                          24 mo                    23% at 5 y          PLM
  Knutsen^[a](#table-fn6-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                    2005        ACI                     40              32              80%            19%           31%          34%          16%                      18-45                          24 mo                    23% at 5 y          PLM
  Saris                                                                                                                             2008        MFX                     61              36              59%    \~46%                                                                    18-50                          12 mo                    12% at 3 y          II
  Saris                                                                                                                             2008        CCI                     57              46              81%    \~55%                                                                    18-50                          12 mo                     4% at 3 y          II

Note: H = hyaline; H/FC = hyaline mixed with fibrocartilage; FC = fibrocartilage; F = fibrous tissue; TT = transitional tissue; PLM = polarized light microscopy; I, II, IIa, III, VI, X = collagen type; --- = not applicable; OG75 = bone overgrowth was seen in 75% of the treated defects; N/A = information not available specifically for biopsied patients (all patients were between 17 to 64 years old); ACI = autologous chondrocyte implantation; MACI = matrix autologous chondrocyte implantation; CCI = characterized chondrocyte implantation; ICRS-II = ICRS-II overall histological score. References: Insall,^[@bibr64-1947603510397535]^ Nehrer *et al*.,^[@bibr67-1947603510397535]^ Bouwmeester *et al*.,^[@bibr66-1947603510397535]^ Roberts *et al*.,^[@bibr96-1947603510397535]^ Marcacci *et al*.,^[@bibr84-1947603510397535]^ Henderson *et al*.,^[@bibr83-1947603510397535]^ Tins *et al*.,^[@bibr76-1947603510397535]^ Hollander *et al*.,^[@bibr70-1947603510397535]^ Briggs *et al*.,^[@bibr62-1947603510397535]^ Bartlett *et al*.,^[@bibr99-1947603510397535]^ Moriya *et al*.,^[@bibr72-1947603510397535]^ Gikas *et al*.,^[@bibr59-1947603510397535]^ Knutsen *et al*.,^[@bibr56-1947603510397535],[@bibr57-1947603510397535]^ and Saris *et al*.^[@bibr61-1947603510397535],[@bibr98-1947603510397535]^

Hyaline defined as \>60% tissue with hyaline character.

Hyaline defined as \>50% tissue with hyaline character.

Biopsies were taken only when a partial failure was present or a clear failure (fibrocartilage, loose flap, loose body).

Condylar, trochlear, and patellar biopsies.

Two-millimeter biopsies were taken with a Giebel needle from central and marginal areas of the graft.

Biopsies from painful knees were excluded.

Two 3-mm Jamshidi biopsies were collected from each treated lesion.

Two biopsies were collected with an 11-gauge needle: one from the central lesion and one from the same lateral condyle (nonlesional).

In human clinical studies, repair cartilage histological findings have been most frequently reported as the predominant repair tissue type of each specimen, often using the following terminology: hyaline, fibrocartilage, fibrous, and bone^[@bibr64-1947603510397535]-[@bibr68-1947603510397535]^ ([**Table 2**](#table2-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}). Some clinical studies additionally used collagen typing and polarized light microscopy (PLM) to evaluate hyaline repair ([**Table 2**](#table2-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}). Interpretation of published clinical biopsy data is complicated by the fact that the tissue can only be evaluated at one time point in a repairing lesion that potentially changes with time.^[@bibr59-1947603510397535],[@bibr69-1947603510397535]^ In addition, some studies only analyzed failed repair^[@bibr67-1947603510397535]^ or excluded samples with failed repair,^[@bibr70-1947603510397535]^ and most studies did not have a control group, which also precluded a blinded assessment ([**Table 2**](#table2-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}). To date, blinded histological analysis has been included as a structural endpoint in 3 randomized controlled clinical trials (RCTs) at 12 months^[@bibr61-1947603510397535]^ or 24 months,^[@bibr56-1947603510397535]^ with 1 trial underway with a 12-month endpoint.^[@bibr71-1947603510397535]^ In these trials, Review Ethics Board (REB) approval was obtained to collect repair tissue biopsies from all patients, although some patients refused a biopsy, some were excluded for other reasons (pregnancy, unavailability, failure of the treatment before the trial endpoint), and some biopsies were excluded from the analysis due to poor quality of the stained section.^[@bibr61-1947603510397535]^ Therefore, even in a well-designed RCT, histology may not be available from every subject.

In comparison to the small tissue volume analyzed by biopsy, complementary macroscopic imaging methods such as MRI can give a more global assessment of fill, are relatively noninvasive, and can be performed at more than one time point, thus allowing longitudinal follow-up assessments. MRI can also reveal repair tissue overgrowth and bone edema, which are common complications of cell therapy procedures.^[@bibr72-1947603510397535]^ Current imaging techniques can indirectly suggest hyaline cartilage formation^[@bibr73-1947603510397535],[@bibr74-1947603510397535]^ but do not always correlate directly with histological findings.^[@bibr75-1947603510397535],[@bibr76-1947603510397535]^ Although technological improvements are continually ongoing, to date, there is no directly validated MRI technique capable of assessing tissue quality in the manner that histology is capable of providing. It is an ultimate aim for the patient-benefit perspective to be able to correlate biopsy data to noninvasive data such as MRI or serum biomarkers in order to validate these noninvasive methods. However, in some patients, MRI examination is not possible (pacemakers, kidney pathology), and patients with metal implants can generate imaging artifacts. There are very limited data to date on the correlation of qualitative MRI like dGEMRIC or T2-mapping with histology; further studies in this direction would be of potentially great clinical relevance. Recommendations for clinical study design and noninvasive imaging are discussed in more detail in companion papers.^[@bibr77-1947603510397535],[@bibr78-1947603510397535]^

Ideally, histological structural analyses should generate unbiased quantitative assessment of extracellular matrix, cell, and tissue organization relative to its similarity to normal native cartilage. A properly designed study should be capable of determining the following:

1.  What is the (average) thickness and volume of the repair cartilage?

2.  Is any implanted (foreign) material still present? Are there any signs of inflammatory or immune response to the implanted material?

3.  What portion of the repair cartilage is hyaline?

4.  Is the articular surface smooth and intact? Is the overall structure intact or disintegrated?

5.  Does the repair tissue have zonal organization, uniform collagen type II, little or no collagen type I, and appropriate collagen fiber orientation?

6.  Are there viable cells with the appropriate morphology to form and maintain a hyaline extracellular matrix?

7.  Does the repair tissue (animal studies) have good lateral integration with adjacent cartilage?

8.  Is the repair cartilage fully integrated with subchondral bone, and has the tidemark been regenerated?

9.  Does the subchondral bone plate and underlying bone have a normal structure?

A rigorous experimental design with an appropriate control group needs to consider 1) location of the biopsy or section within the animal defect, 2) timing of postoperative biopsy or sample recovery, 3) method of histoprocessing, 4) stains utilized, and 5) validated and blinded evaluation methods amenable to statistical analysis, which implies sufficient sample numbers. Multiple correlations between histological scores and functional outcome or imaging measures can be performed. In general, animal tissues and clinical biopsy specimens can be similarly processed and evaluated (summarized in [**Table 3**](#table3-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}), although some critical differences are described below.

###### 

Guidelines for Histological Processing and Analyses of Repair

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1\. Lesion size and location
  Human: 2-mm diameter, \~1-cm deep biopsy from estimated geometric center of initial lesion, perpendicular to surface. Sample includes bone, full-thickness repair.Animal: sample block includes entire defect, flanking articular cartilage, subchondral bone encompassing potential regions of bone resorption.
  2\. Timing of biopsy and sample recovery
  Human biopsy: 12-month or 24-month outcome, one biopsy per lesion. Macroscopic ICRS score. Video document and detailed description of biopsy site.Animal: acute defect (0-3 days) and long-term repair: ≥2 months (rabbit) or ≥6 months (large animal), with and without treatment. Exact endpoints can be tailored to individual studies and should provide information on the rate of implant incorporation or degradation in the joint. Macroscopic score (whole joint). Take any biochemistry or biomechanics samples prior to tissue fixation.
  3\. Histoprocessing (for cartilage-bone analysis)
  Fixation in 10% normal buffered formalin or buffered 4% paraformaldehyde.Human: decalcify biopsies with bone for \~30 hours in 0.5 N HCl/0.1% glutaraldehyde^[@bibr115-1947603510397535]^ or formic acid^[@bibr105-1947603510397535]^ or \~2 weeks in 0.5 M EDTA at 4 °C.Animal: decalcify \~10 days (rabbit distal femur) or weeks (large animal samples) in 0.5 N HCl (with or without 0.1% glutaraldehyde)^[@bibr43-1947603510397535]^ or longer in 10% EDTA/0.1% paraformaldehyde at 4 °C. Postdecalcification trimming step facilitates collecting at least 2 section levels per defect to take into account potential heterogeneity of repair. Postfixation after long periods of decalcification. Trim before embed.For each specimen, collect serial sections from at least 2 predetermined levels (fixed distance to each other in the repair tissue). 5-µm paraffin sections (human, sheep, horse) or 8- to 10-µm cryosections (rabbit) for collagen typing. Stain 2 serial sections from each level (for each stain).Tissue sections processed separately for electron microscopic analysis of matrix (optional).
  4\. Staining
  H&E (cartilage-bone interface, cell morphology, tidemark, abnormal calcification).Safranin O or toluidine blue (glycosaminoglycan content).Collagen immunostaining for collagen type I and type II.Unstained sections (for polarized light microscopy \[PLM\]).Recut and stain any torn, folded, or poorly stained sections. Verify complete set of sections (use the best section free of folds, tears).Blind sections or digital scans prior to scoring.
  5\. Evaluation methods^[a](#table-fn14-1947603510397535){ref-type="table-fn"}^
  Must be performed by 2 or 3 trained and blinded observers. Blinded consensus for outlier scores.Determine implant presence/absence.[Histological scoring]{.ul}: ICRS-II (human, animal) or O'Driscoll (animal) that also assesses adjacent cartilage and cartilage-repair integration. Can use other scoring systems or evaluate predominant tissue type if want to compare results to literature.[Histomorphometry]{.ul}: repair tissue thickness, total soft tissue volume above bone (for human biopsies where bone occupies ≥50% of section width) or above the projected tidemark (for animal sections with flanking cartilage). Analysis for area % glycosaminoglycan, % collagen type I, and % collagen type II staining. Optional: line measurements for defect width and % cartilage-subchondral bone integration (animal).[PLM]{.ul} for collagen fibril orientation (semiquantitative scoring system).^[@bibr22-1947603510397535]^[Optional]{.ul}: immunostain for specific markers of interest. Electron microscopy for cell morphology and collagen fibril diameter, orientation. Subchondral bone structure and repair (bone volume fraction). Subchondral cyst presence/absence (animal repair). Assess synovial histology.
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As our understanding of cartilage repair and chondrocyte biology improves, these recommendations may have to be modified.

Lesion Size and Location {#section3-1947603510397535}
========================

In the human knee joint, the medial femoral condyle is the most frequent site of deep grade III and IV lesions.^[@bibr79-1947603510397535]^ Human lesions treated by cartilage repair vary from 0.5 to 12 cm^2^ ^[@bibr1-1947603510397535],[@bibr56-1947603510397535],[@bibr61-1947603510397535],[@bibr74-1947603510397535],[@bibr80-1947603510397535]-[@bibr82-1947603510397535]^ and may be accompanied by anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)/meniscal tears,^[@bibr79-1947603510397535]^ multiple lesions,^[@bibr83-1947603510397535]^ bipolar lesions,^[@bibr84-1947603510397535]^ or subchondral bone pathology.^[@bibr30-1947603510397535],[@bibr85-1947603510397535]^ Unlike animal models where the entire joint is available for histological analysis, human biopsies are usually collected from the middle of the repair tissue in medial and lateral condylar lesions^[@bibr56-1947603510397535],[@bibr61-1947603510397535]^ and from limited tibial plateau, trochlear, and patellar sites.^[@bibr70-1947603510397535],[@bibr84-1947603510397535]^ In one study, the investigators reported that their trochlear and patellar sites were inaccessible to the biopsy needle by arthroscopy.^[@bibr86-1947603510397535]^ Since some sites may not be amenable to biopsy, this needs to be taken into consideration when designing a clinical trial with histological endpoints. Two clinical studies reported taking 2 biopsies from the defect, one in the middle and one at the edge.^[@bibr62-1947603510397535],[@bibr83-1947603510397535]^ However, for the sake of limiting the amount of tissue removed from the repaired site, and to ensure collection of repair tissue instead of adjacent cartilage, it is recommended that one biopsy be taken from the estimated geometric center of the repaired lesion. Systematic collection of biopsies from the estimated geometric center will minimize selection bias of the "best" or "worst" repair and facilitate comparison between trials.

Animal models of cartilage repair have important differences when compared to the clinical situation. Humans present with existent defects, whereas in most animal models, the defects are treated immediately after being freshly created in healthy tissues. Compared to human lesions, defects created in animals tend to be smaller: 0.3 to 1 cm^2^ in large animals (sheep, pig, goat, horse)^[@bibr36-1947603510397535],[@bibr37-1947603510397535],[@bibr42-1947603510397535],[@bibr43-1947603510397535],[@bibr48-1947603510397535],[@bibr50-1947603510397535],[@bibr51-1947603510397535],[@bibr87-1947603510397535]^ and 0.01 to 0.2 cm^2^ in small animals (canine, rabbit), which have a different metabolic rate of repair as well.^[@bibr33-1947603510397535],[@bibr88-1947603510397535]-[@bibr90-1947603510397535]^ Critical size defects that are unable to heal spontaneously should be used. Articular cartilage is quite thin in rabbits (0.1-0.3 mm) compared to large animals (0.4-2 mm, from sheep, pig, and goat to horse) and humans (\~2-3 mm).^[@bibr15-1947603510397535],[@bibr43-1947603510397535],[@bibr91-1947603510397535]-[@bibr93-1947603510397535]^ The average calcified cartilage thickness (0.1-0.2 mm) is similar across species.^[@bibr92-1947603510397535]^ Animal models frequently have full weightbearing immediately postsurgery, and in consequence, many studies use a trochlear location to protect the implanted materials and cells and favor their retention.^[@bibr39-1947603510397535],[@bibr89-1947603510397535],[@bibr94-1947603510397535],[@bibr95-1947603510397535]^ However, selection of a defect site can have additional ramifications as shown in a sheep model, where microfractured trochlear sites regenerated significantly less hyaline tissue than medial condyle sites.^[@bibr43-1947603510397535]^ Such site-specific repair responses are thought to be related to the different loading and weightbearing environments and different opposing articulating surfaces (patella vs. meniscus and tibial plateau).

Timing of Biopsy and Sample Recovery {#section4-1947603510397535}
====================================

Human Biopsy Collection {#section5-1947603510397535}
-----------------------

The timing of biopsy collection is important. In many studies, biopsies were collected as they became available (3-36 months postoperatively)^[@bibr62-1947603510397535],[@bibr70-1947603510397535],[@bibr83-1947603510397535],[@bibr84-1947603510397535],[@bibr96-1947603510397535],[@bibr97-1947603510397535]^ ([**Table 2**](#table2-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}). The FDA draft recommendation suggested that biopsies could be taken in a subset of subjects at both short-term (e.g., 6 months) and long-term (e.g., 2 years) follow-up.^[@bibr6-1947603510397535]^ It is not realistic or ethically sound to prospectively request multiple biopsies from the same patient, so one endpoint should be chosen. In recent studies of cell-based therapies, later biopsies tended to have a more hyaline character.^[@bibr58-1947603510397535],[@bibr59-1947603510397535]^ However, development of fibrous repair could have been missed at later endpoints (\>18 months) if the tissue failed prematurely,^[@bibr56-1947603510397535],[@bibr57-1947603510397535],[@bibr67-1947603510397535]^ leading to the need for further surgery that would eliminate poor-quality tissue from the endpoint analysis and thereby bias late assessments. Given that animal cartilage repair tissues mature^[@bibr33-1947603510397535],[@bibr53-1947603510397535]^ and degenerate with time,^[@bibr32-1947603510397535],[@bibr51-1947603510397535]^ it is recommended that all samples be collected at the same postoperative time point for all subjects. In one RCT, a similar histological profile was obtained in both treatment groups at 24 months, and this was followed by the same failure rate (9 of 40) in both groups at 5 years,^[@bibr56-1947603510397535],[@bibr57-1947603510397535]^ although none of the patients with predominantly hyaline cartilage at 24 months failed at 5 years. In another RCT, significant improvements in the overall tissue quality of one treatment group at 12 months postoperatively were associated with fewer failures at 36 months^[@bibr61-1947603510397535],[@bibr98-1947603510397535]^ ([**Table 2**](#table2-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}). Altogether, these results suggest that biopsies obtained at 6 months are still too immature, while biopsies obtained 12 or 24 months could have some prognostic value and serve as interim indicators of potential efficacy of a therapy or technique. To summarize, the optimal time for biopsy collection has not been yet identified, but either 1 or 2 years seems appropriate based on previous studies.

A clinical biopsy is obtained during a second-look arthroscopy. During the procedure, it is essential to document and score the general intra-articular findings. Utilization of a validated scoring system is recommended; a number of studies have used the ICRS macroscopic score.^[@bibr56-1947603510397535],[@bibr61-1947603510397535],[@bibr70-1947603510397535],[@bibr71-1947603510397535],[@bibr74-1947603510397535],[@bibr83-1947603510397535],[@bibr99-1947603510397535]^ The Outerbridge classification has also been used to describe articular cartilage repair; however, the score was originally designed to describe a cartilage injury and therefore is not recommended. The defect size, integration, and repair aspect as well as the biopsy procedure and location and intra-articular findings should be documented using a video-capture system. Documentation of the biopsy site should be sufficiently detailed to permit comparison of histology with other joint parameters (i.e., meniscal status, alignment). Osteochondral biopsies can be taken with a 1.8- to 2.3-mm inner-diameter bone biopsy needle (up to 3-mm nominal outer diameter) such as Jamshidi (11 gauge, Cardinal Health, Dublin, OH),^[@bibr59-1947603510397535],[@bibr71-1947603510397535]^ Manatech (Stoke-on-Trent, England), Trapsystem (11 gauge, MD TECH, Gainesville, FL),^[@bibr72-1947603510397535]^ or Giebel (Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany),^[@bibr83-1947603510397535]^ and video capture can be used to document the biopsy site. The technique may be first practiced *ex vivo* with animal joints or on human cadaveric specimens. Biopsies should be taken from the estimated geometric center of the initial lesion to minimize the possibility of collecting adjacent (normal or degraded) cartilage and should be as perpendicular as possible to the bone.^[@bibr96-1947603510397535]^ The needle is inserted by very carefully placing the needle and gently tapping with a mallet approximately 1 cm deep in order to obtain several millimeters of subchondral bone and is twisted clockwise and counterclockwise (10 times each way) to core the sample and break the biopsy from the subchondral bone, using a technique similar to the one used for retrieval of osteochondral grafts during a mosaicplasty procedure. The biopsy is extruded backwards through the needle with a fitted wire pressing on the bone core to avoid damaging the soft repair tissue at the opposite end. The biopsy should be photodocumented with a size marker or ruler^[@bibr59-1947603510397535]^ ([**Fig. 2**](#fig2-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}) and processed immediately (see below, Histoprocessing). All surgical details including problems with biopsy retrieval, time into fixative, and a schematic of the location in the defect should be documented and transferred to the histologist. For some lesion sites, biopsies can only be collected oblique to the cartilage surface, and these may need to go deeper to collect subchondral bone ([**Figs. 2C**](#fig2-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"} and [**2D**](#fig2-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}). Also, despite best efforts by the surgeon to extract a biopsy from the middle of the repaired lesion, it is possible that the biopsy is retrieved outside the lesion. It is suggested that the blinded observers flag any biopsies with features suggestive of a nonrepresentative biopsy such as a well-formed tidemark or normal-appearing hyaline cartilage with a lamina splendens. In some repair samples, especially those slightly delaminated, the twisting motion used to extract the biopsy can lead to the bone or surface becoming separated from the cartilage repair in the biopsy specimen. Broken samples have previously been eliminated from some analyses^[@bibr61-1947603510397535],[@bibr68-1947603510397535]^; however, the separate pieces can be processed together to obtain a subset of histological and histomorphometric values, which may reduce bias. Some features can still be scored even if the biopsy is not complete.

![Appearance of human 2-mm-diameter biopsy obtained with a Jamshidi 11-gauge needle (**A**, **C**) and corresponding decalcified Safranin O--stained paraffin section (**B**, **D**). Samples were obtained *ex vivo* with an ethics-approved protocol from the same lateral condyle (nonlesional area) obtained after total knee arthroplasty (74-year-old female). (**A** and **B**) A biopsy cored perpendicular to the surface and (**C** and **D**) a biopsy cored deliberately at an oblique angle to the surface are shown. Both biopsies were initially 6 mm long, but the subchondral bone was missing from the oblique biopsy prior to histoprocessing (**C**). Part of the subchondral bone in the perpendicular biopsy (**B**) was lost during histoprocessing.](10.1177_1947603510397535-fig2){#fig2-1947603510397535}

Animal Sample Collection {#section6-1947603510397535}
------------------------

In animal studies, a rigorous study design includes histological characterization of the acute defect in a separate group of animals (with and without implanted material, also to assess debridement level) and a repair endpoint relevant to the treatment, for example, 2 to 6 months in rabbits and 6 to 12 months in large animals.^[@bibr6-1947603510397535],[@bibr54-1947603510397535]^ As previously recommended,^[@bibr54-1947603510397535]^ a very short repair period, 1 to 7 days postoperatively, can be used to establish implant residency after weightbearing. Insight into biological mechanisms of action can be gleaned after several weeks' repair in rabbits^[@bibr33-1947603510397535],[@bibr44-1947603510397535],[@bibr52-1947603510397535]^ and several months in sheep or horses.^[@bibr36-1947603510397535],[@bibr42-1947603510397535],[@bibr49-1947603510397535],[@bibr51-1947603510397535]^ In large animal models, histological analyses can be supplemented with analyses of repair tissue biochemistry.^[@bibr40-1947603510397535],[@bibr43-1947603510397535],[@bibr100-1947603510397535]^ In unilateral cartilage repair models, histology of the contralateral joint can be used as a reference for intact cartilage volume ([**Fig. 3**](#fig3-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}). Intact age-matched osteochondral specimens also serve as useful controls. Detailed recommendations for animal study design are described in another article in this series.^[@bibr101-1947603510397535]^

![Histoprocessing and histomorphometry of large animal defects. The example is taken from a sheep cartilage repair model (6 months repair^[@bibr43-1947603510397535]^). In this unilateral cartilage repair model, the repaired defect (top panels) was decalcified, trimmed at 2 levels in the defect (midproximal and middistal), and stained with Safranin O/Fast Green. Repair tissue above the projected tidemark was cropped using histomorphometric software, and total area (TA) and total stained repair tissue area (TS) were used to determine percentage of Safranin O--stained repair. The contralateral intact condyle was decalcified, trimmed through the middle, and cropped with matching defect width, and total area was used to determine percentage fill of the defect with repair tissue.](10.1177_1947603510397535-fig3){#fig3-1947603510397535}

At necropsy, the joint and repair tissue should be photodocumented (preferably with a ruler and label carrying the date and sample identity). The repair tissue should be evaluated for tissue color, homogeneity, surface smoothness, lateral integration, and fill. Macroscopically visible roughening, fibrillation, or degradation of the surfaces articulating with the defect should be noted: for example, patellar surfaces in trochlear defect models, and meniscus and tibial plateaux in condylar defect models. Abnormal reactions such as osteophytes, cysts, adhesions, excess synovial fluid and synovial tissue inflammation, hypertrophy, or pannus should be documented. Any small biopsies for biochemistry and/or biomechanical analyses should be collected (or *in situ* indentation performed) prior to fixation, outside the repair tissue areas dedicated to histology. The joint should be kept moist with a balanced salt solution until placed in fixative. In general, specimens should be placed in 10 volumes of fixative. For small animal models, the distal femur can be dissected of all soft tissue, cut from the rest of the bone, and placed directly into a 50-mL conical tube filled with fixative. However, in large animal models, the sample block should be further trimmed of excess bone with a hand-held or band saw before placing in fixative to promote good infiltration. Cartilage repair samples should encompass the entire defect width, flanking cartilage to permit observation of lateral integration and enough subchondral bone to permit the observation of subchondral bone reactions as well as the subchondral trabecular bone structure.

Histoprocessing {#section7-1947603510397535}
===============

Once the osteochondral sample is taken, it should be processed immediately. In the majority of animal cartilage repair studies, osteochondral samples are fixed in formalin-based buffer and decalcified in either acid, EDTA, or commercial decalcification solutions.^[@bibr32-1947603510397535],[@bibr33-1947603510397535],[@bibr35-1947603510397535]-[@bibr39-1947603510397535],[@bibr42-1947603510397535],[@bibr43-1947603510397535],[@bibr49-1947603510397535],[@bibr50-1947603510397535],[@bibr52-1947603510397535],[@bibr89-1947603510397535],[@bibr102-1947603510397535]^ By comparison, human osteochondral biopsy histoprocessing methods to date have shown a lack of a standardized approach. Clinical biopsies have been fixed in formalin and embedded nondecalcified in paraffin^[@bibr56-1947603510397535],[@bibr60-1947603510397535],[@bibr61-1947603510397535],[@bibr103-1947603510397535]^; frozen nondecalcified, cryosectioned, and stained without the use of fixative^[@bibr58-1947603510397535],[@bibr76-1947603510397535],[@bibr84-1947603510397535],[@bibr96-1947603510397535]^; stored in cell culture media for up to 2 days, trimmed of bone, and the soft repair tissue frozen, sectioned, then fixed^[@bibr70-1947603510397535]^; or fixed and embedded nondecalcified in plastic^[@bibr83-1947603510397535],[@bibr104-1947603510397535]^; or fixed in formalin and EDTA decalcified.^[@bibr62-1947603510397535]^ In several studies, the biopsy histoprocessing methods were not described.^[@bibr59-1947603510397535],[@bibr97-1947603510397535],[@bibr99-1947603510397535]^ It is generally recognized that sectioning of bone-cartilage samples requires "softening" of the bone by a decalcification procedure.^[@bibr105-1947603510397535]^ In order to carry out comprehensive endpoint analyses that include histological scoring for cartilage matrix, osteochondral integration, PLM, subchondral bone structure, and collagen immunostaining, it is recommended that clinical biopsies be fixed in formalin-based buffer, decalcified in acid or EDTA, and either processed in paraffin (5-µm sections) or cryosectioned (8 or 10 µm) according to the preferences of the laboratory. Paraffin embedding presents several advantages over cryoprocessing, such as a more uniform section thickness, better adhesion to slides, and better preservation of the bone structure. Additionally, the thinner paraffin sections lay more flat on the histology slide and can be digitally scanned (40x magnification to observe cell morphology) for histological scoring at a computer, while digitally scanned cryosections tend to have regions out of the focal plane, and therefore, cryosections often need to be scored at a microscope. Antibodies to collagen type I and II work just as well in paraffin as in cryosections for human biopsies.

Samples may also be embedded nondecalcified in plastic; however, it should be noted that collagen immunostaining of thinner plastic sections can be technically challenging compared to paraffin or cryosection. If subchondral bone analysis is not required, or if the goal of the study is to perform analyses on the cartilage repair that are incompatible with fixation and/or decalcification, the biopsies can be trimmed of bone, frozen and sectioned, then analyzed biochemically or fixed for further staining.^[@bibr70-1947603510397535]^ Fresh cartilage vibratome sections may also be frozen, substituted with plastic, and submitted to ultrastructural studies by electron microscopy.^[@bibr106-1947603510397535]^ For structural endpoint analyses, all samples in a given study should be processed identically using standardized histoprocessing methods. Internal control samples (i.e., osteochondral biopsies from cadaveric or arthroplasty specimens, or intact animal osteochondral samples) should be histoprocessed under identical conditions (same fixative, decalcification, embedding media). According to the research objectives, some studies may prefer to separate a group of samples into 2 or more distinct sample sets with different histoprocessing conditions.^[@bibr66-1947603510397535],[@bibr69-1947603510397535]^

Biopsies can be fixed most conveniently in 10% neutral buffered formalin for a minimum of 24 hours (up to 1 week). Fresh 4% paraformaldehyde can also be used, but it is relatively unstable and should be optimally used within 1 to 3 days of preparation. Animal samples are much larger than clinical biopsies and require longer fixation times, as a rule of thumb, a minimum of 3 days (rabbits) to 7 days (large animal blocks) at 4 °C. Long-term storage in fixative should be avoided because overfixation can interfere with immunohistochemical staining for some antigens; samples archived in fixative for a year can show depressed immunostaining for collagen type II or type I and loss of proteoglycan and Safranin O staining. It is recommended that tissues be processed after complete fixation without delay and that the minimal and maximal time limit for fixation be determined for each laboratory.

To analyze cartilage-bone integration and subchondral bone structure, repair biopsies should include bone and should be decalcified intact. Decalcification can be accomplished using acid or EDTA. Acids such 0.5 N HCl^[@bibr43-1947603510397535]^ or 50% formic acid with 68 g/L sodium formate (pH \~3)^[@bibr42-1947603510397535],[@bibr105-1947603510397535]^ are one way to remove calcium. Sufficient decalcification can be obtained in 0.5 N HCl at 4 °C after approximately 30 hours for 2-mm-diameter biopsies, 10 days for rabbit distal femurs, and 4 to 6 weeks for large animal osteochondral samples. Acid decalcification is compatible with immunostaining for both collagen type II and collagen type I in humans and sheep ([**Fig. 4**](#fig4-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}) as well as rabbits if the samples are cryosectioned.^[@bibr107-1947603510397535]^ However, the low pH can hydrolyze some antigens of interest and destroy their immunoreactivity. For this reason, some laboratories prefer to decalcify samples in EDTA, which chelates calcium at neutral pH, is less damaging to proteins, and preserves enzymatic staining (i.e., alkaline phosphatase in osteoblasts, or tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase in osteoclasts^[@bibr47-1947603510397535]^). The time required for EDTA decalcification will be longer than acid solutions, although this can be somewhat shortened by gently agitating the specimen during the decalcification process and changing solutions frequently. Trace fixative (10% w/v EDTA/0.1% w/v paraformaldehyde, pH 7.2, or 0.5 N HCl/0.1% glutaraldehyde)^[@bibr52-1947603510397535]^ can be included in decalcification solutions, especially during long decalcification procedures. Commercially available decalcification solutions are another alternative, but these tend to be more expensive and utilize the same types of methodologies. As each method has its strengths and drawbacks, it is recommended that the laboratory choose a method of decalcification, optimize it, and then determine how long the tissue can remain in the solution without affecting its immunoreactivity. Decalcification can be monitored and checks carried out to ensure the process is complete by using x-rays (i.e., faxitron of human biopsies^[@bibr62-1947603510397535]^), ammonium oxalate calcium precipitation tests of the decalcification solution (animal specimens only),^[@bibr44-1947603510397535],[@bibr108-1947603510397535]^ or cautiously puncturing into the subchondral bone using a 26-gauge needle.

![Example of standardized histoprocessing to evaluate a human biopsy (**A-D**, from cadaveric knee medial femoral condyle) or sheep hyaline repair cartilage 6-month repair after treatment with microfracture and chitosan-GP/blood implant (**E-H**).^[@bibr43-1947603510397535]^ Sections were stained for Safranin O, immunostained for collagen type II and collagen type I, and observed by polarized light microscopy (PLM). SZ = superficial zone; DZ = deep zone; AC = articular cartilage. Note the abnormal vascular invasion and mineralization (\*) in this particular human biopsy above the tidemark (horizontal arrow, **A-D**), which is frequently observed in osteoarthritis.^[@bibr21-1947603510397535]^](10.1177_1947603510397535-fig4){#fig4-1947603510397535}

Once decalcified, animal osteochondral sample blocks can be trimmed further, firstly to remove excess bone, which allows adequate infiltration with embedding media, and secondly to generate a cut surface inside the repaired defect from which sections will be collected. Given the typical heterogeneity of cartilage repair tissues, it is recommended to trim the decalcified sample to allow collection of sections from at least 2 distinct levels in the repaired defect. The decalcified sample is trimmed with a flat razor blade, perpendicularly to the surface at 1 or 2 predefined points in the defect ([**Fig. 3**](#fig3-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}). A clean razor blade should pass readily through the sample during this trimming step; if the tissue is still calcified ("crunchy" or stiff), then the sample should be decalcified further. Fully decalcified and trimmed samples can be postfixed for 24 hours prior to embedding. The trimmed tissue surfaces can be photodocumented for proper sample tracking. Samples from animal specimens should be trimmed to a block that is no more than 0.5 cm thick to ensure adequate infiltration with embedding media. Enough subchondral bone tissue should be retained to permit the analysis of cartilage-bone integration,^[@bibr47-1947603510397535],[@bibr89-1947603510397535]^ bone overgrowth,^[@bibr33-1947603510397535],[@bibr109-1947603510397535]^ fibrosis or callus formation,^[@bibr110-1947603510397535]^ subchondral cyst formation,^[@bibr37-1947603510397535],[@bibr43-1947603510397535]^ and any residual subchondral implanted material.^[@bibr87-1947603510397535],[@bibr111-1947603510397535]^ In animal samples, depending on the type of defect, sections may be collected in the transverse or sagittal plane; transverse sections that retain the outer edges of the joint sample permit observation of osteophytes.

Paraffin embedding uses organic solvents to dehydrate the tissue and can be used to embed and section large sample blocks (2-3 cm^3^). For plastic embedding, the infiltration times should be increased accordingly for larger samples. If using cryopreservation, small animal femurs should be adequately trimmed (separate condyles and trochlea; maximum, 0.5 cm long) to permit good cryopreservative infiltration and thereby limit sectioning artifacts. Biopsies can be directly embedded in paraffin, cryoprotection agent, or plastic resin. All histology sections in a study should be generated with the same thickness to ensure a uniform and comparable staining intensity. The CryoJane tape-transfer system (Instrumedics, St. Louis, MO) has been used to photo-crosslink frozen cryosections to adhesive-coated histology slides, which improves retention of marrow elements during extensive washing steps.^[@bibr44-1947603510397535]^

Once a sample is embedded, any number of sections can be collected from the specimen. Ideally, sections need to be collected and stained so as to minimize bias in the analysis, a notion that is well defined in the stereology literature as "systematic random sampling."^[@bibr112-1947603510397535]^ The systematic aspect means that one is covering as completely and homogeneously as possible the sample to be analyzed. Some studies analyze 2 distinct levels per defect; some studies analyze serial sections through the entire defect. The random aspect indicates that the location is not biased by operator choice, meaning the trim plane should be determined prior to sample recovery. Another systematic aspect could involve a preplanned order of distinct stains to perform on a series of sections that are collected from each level in the specimen. Each laboratory should determine the best approach for the sectioning and staining plan that generates unbiased sections for analysis.

Staining, Immunostaining, and Routine Light Microscopy {#section8-1947603510397535}
======================================================

The selection of stains utilized to visualize the tissue will depend on what parameter is being examined. Similar stains are used in the evaluation of human biopsies and animal repair cartilage. Routine staining of 2 sections in the same level (on the same slide, or on separate slides) can save time because if one section is folded (or lost) during staining, this will allow for selection of the better section for analysis. Duplicate sections can also be used to confirm whether minor artifacts (tears, missing tissue) are consistently present in distinct sections and that the staining techniques are reproducible.

Routine Histostaining and Polarized Light Microscopy {#section9-1947603510397535}
----------------------------------------------------

Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining of the tissue section will allow evaluation of the overall tissue, cell morphology, presence of abnormal calcification, and the bone-cartilage interface ([**Fig. 1**](#fig1-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}). The tidemark is well visualized using H&E staining (**[Fig. 1A](#fig1-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}, [1E](#fig1-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}, [1G](#fig1-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}**). Hematoxylin will stain cell nuclei blue, while eosin will stain protein in bone, cartilage, and fibrous tissues pink. When the staining method is properly done, H&E is helpful for differentiating mineralized collagen (deep pink hue^[@bibr23-1947603510397535]^) from nonmineralized fibrous tissues (light pink), which otherwise stain uniformly green with Safranin O-fast green stain ([**Fig. 1C**](#fig1-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"} and [**1D**](#fig1-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}).

Safranin O and toluidine blue are most frequently utilized to stain proteoglycans and demonstrate their presence and location within the tissue. Safranin O/fast green/iron hematoxylin stain provides the best contrast between red- or pink-stained sulfated glycosaminoglycan and green-stained subchondral bone with iron hematoxylin counterstain to color cell nuclei dark blue ([**Fig. 1B**](#fig1-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr113-1947603510397535]^ Prolonged incubation in the ethanol baths during the dehydration steps for permanent mounting can leach Safranin O from the section and give a false-negative result. Toluidine blue is a metachromatic stain that stains collagenous matrix blue and sulfated glycosaminoglycan purple. The similar hue of toluidine blue--stained fibrous and fibrocartilage tissue^[@bibr104-1947603510397535]^ can make it difficult to evaluate percentage area of glycosaminoglycan positivity with this stain. Alcian blue is another metachromatic stain but is more difficult to perform reliably as it must be done at the right pH (pH ≤1). Thionin is a nonmetachromatic purple stain that is simple to perform^[@bibr114-1947603510397535]^ but, like toluidine blue, generates a similar hue for hyaline and fibrous tissue. To control for batch-to-batch consistency in proteoglycan staining intensity, a control section from the same reference sample (i.e., osteochondral cadaveric or animal specimen) should be included in each staining batch.

PLM is used to determine the presence of organized collagen fibrils in the matrix. PLM can be carried out on either unstained sections mounted with permanent mounting media^[@bibr22-1947603510397535]^ or H&E-stained sections.^[@bibr59-1947603510397535]^ Collagen organization can also be evaluated at selected sites in the repair tissue with hydrated and unmounted sections by scanning environmental electron microscopy in low vacuum mode.^[@bibr22-1947603510397535]^

Immunohistochemical Staining {#section10-1947603510397535}
----------------------------

Adult hyaline articular cartilage is comprised of a wide variety of matrix molecules organized in a particular manner; to date, no single marker specific for hyaline cartilage has been identified. Hyaline articular cartilage contains type II collagen, fibrocartilage contains a mixture of type I and type II collagen, and fibrous tissue contains type I collagen and no type II collagen.^[@bibr41-1947603510397535],[@bibr60-1947603510397535],[@bibr69-1947603510397535]^ Thus, the extent of collagen type II staining could be considered a marker of the degree of differentiation towards hyaline cartilage^[@bibr61-1947603510397535],[@bibr96-1947603510397535]^; however, collagen type II alone cannot be used to determine the extent of hyaline cartilage formation because type II collagen is also found in fibrocartilage. Therefore, the extent of hyaline cartilage formation can only be truly demonstrated by the presence of collagen type II, low or absent collagen type I staining, and an organized collagen matrix when viewed under polarized light^[@bibr43-1947603510397535],[@bibr67-1947603510397535],[@bibr69-1947603510397535],[@bibr96-1947603510397535],[@bibr107-1947603510397535]^ ([**Tables 1**](#table1-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"} and [**2**](#table2-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}). Appropriate zonal organization is a feature that distinguishes articular hyaline cartilage from other types of hyaline cartilage (e.g., nasal). For collagen immunostaining, the monoclonal antibody I-8H5 (MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH) recognizes collagen type I matrix in human, rabbit, and sheep tissues.^[@bibr43-1947603510397535],[@bibr69-1947603510397535],[@bibr107-1947603510397535]^ The presence of decalcified bone in the section serves as a good internal positive control for collagen type I ([**Fig. 4**](#fig4-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}). Monoclonal antibodies II-II6B3, CIIC1 (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, Iowa City, IA), and II-4C11 (MP Biomedicals) have been used to detect collagen type II in humans^[@bibr69-1947603510397535],[@bibr115-1947603510397535]^ and monoclonal II-II6B3 to detect collagen type II in rabbit, sheep, and horse tissues.^[@bibr43-1947603510397535],[@bibr52-1947603510397535],[@bibr89-1947603510397535],[@bibr92-1947603510397535],[@bibr107-1947603510397535]^ Positive controls using tissues taken from other orthopedic procedures and processed identically should be included in all immunostaining batches as controls to ensure reagents are working and to demonstrate reproducibility of the technique.

For research purposes, additional markers have been used to analyze repair cartilage, including collagen type IIa,^[@bibr69-1947603510397535]^ a propeptide domain isoform of collagen type II expressed in fetal cartilage and perichondrium,^[@bibr116-1947603510397535]^ metalloproteinases and aggrecanases that indicate ongoing remodeling or cartilage matrix degradation, proteoglycan isotypes, and collagen type X as a secondary marker of calcified cartilage^[@bibr69-1947603510397535],[@bibr96-1947603510397535],[@bibr117-1947603510397535]^ and bone overgrowth in the defect.^[@bibr67-1947603510397535]^ The FDA guidance additionally recommended histological evaluation of aggrecan (size, composition), dermatan sulfate, fibronectin, and tenacin.^[@bibr6-1947603510397535]^ As the above markers are not necessarily indicators of articular cartilage but supportive findings, we would suggest that they not be required markers in animal or clinical studies.

To summarize, cartilage structural characterization minimally includes immunostaining for collagen type II and collagen type I, in combination with staining with H&E to assess osteochondral tissue features and Safranin O or toluidine blue to assess glycosaminoglycan deposition. Additional unstained sections can be generated to analyze collagen fibril organization by PLM, and unmounted sections can be analyzed for collagen structure by electron microscopy.

Evaluation {#section11-1947603510397535}
==========

Stained sections should be evaluated to determine how closely the structure and organization of the repair tissue resembles normal adult articular cartilage. Histological evaluation can be qualitative and somewhat subjective. We suggest particular parameters be assessed in an attempt to standardize the evaluation. Firstly, an initial appraisal of the quality of the sampling and processing should be undertaken. For example, has a full-depth biopsy been obtained, encompassing the articulating surface and at least some of the subchondral bone? The quality of sections should be confirmed, that is, that it is cut in the correct orientation and whether there are artifactual tears or "holes," knife score marks, or folds within the section that make certain assessments impossible or unreliable. A torn cartilage-bone interface or missing bone would invalidate, for example, the scoring of cartilage-bone integration. Biopsy samples that have no surface or bone attached can only be evaluated for a limited set of features. Sections that are poorly stained, folded, or torn should be replaced by newly cut and stained sections prior to histological and histomorphometry analysis. A complete set of interpretable sections should be generated, and then the sections should be blinded by a third party prior to evaluation.

Once the satisfactory quality of the sample and sections is established, the level and type of evaluation (i.e., qualitative/quantitative) will depend on the particular study or purpose of the investigation and the questions being asked. The only parameter that may be of interest to the investigator(s) might be the tissue morphology, for example, whether the majority of the tissue is hyaline, fibrocartilaginous, fibrous, or none of these ([**Table 2**](#table2-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}). Such an analysis facilitates comparison of new data with the literature. However, it is in the interest of the investigator to analyze and quantify a variety of histological parameters to provide a more complete assessment of the effects of treatment, which may be positive or negative. Note that hyaline repair can still fail if mechanical irritation persists, for example, due to poor defect fill,^[@bibr56-1947603510397535],[@bibr57-1947603510397535],[@bibr74-1947603510397535],[@bibr118-1947603510397535]^ nonintegration (perichondral flaps^[@bibr66-1947603510397535]^), bone overgrowth (periosteal graft^[@bibr67-1947603510397535]^), or coexistent unstable joint conditions such as meniscal tears or malalignment. Hyaline repair could also have limited durability if the surface is disintegrated, a feature of OA cartilage also linked to weakened compressive strength.^[@bibr119-1947603510397535]^ It should be emphasized here that many characteristics are just as important as the extracellular matrix composition in determining repair cartilage structural quality, namely, viable cells with zonal-specific morphology at an appropriate density, cell organization, collagen fibril organization and orientation, cartilage-bone integration, tissue stratification, and surface integrity, for example ([**Table 1**](#table1-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}). A comprehensive and quantitative analysis of tissue character and anatomy provides a more complete and unbiased assessment of the effects of treatment.

Establishing the Region of Interest {#section12-1947603510397535}
-----------------------------------

Objective scoring and good interreader agreement depend on the ability to score the same region of interest in a blinded sample. In normal osteochondral samples, this is not an issue; however, in repair tissue biopsies, the reader's perception of the soft repair tissue zone can be complicated by an irregular bone-cartilage interface. This type of artifact can generate interreader variations in biopsy analyses simply due to reader-specific scoring of different regions of interest within the same section.^[@bibr115-1947603510397535]^ When the biopsy contains several regions of bone mixed with soft repair, the cartilage-bone interface could be defined by scanning from the surface downwards and marking a line across the first encountered area where bone covers more than 50% of the biopsy width ([**Fig. 1C**](#fig1-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"} and [**1D**](#fig1-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}, black arrows). The use of blinded sections that contain both a test and control group will help prevent selection bias (when analyzing inhomogeneous tissues). Standardized methods to establish the cartilage-bone interface will increase interreader agreement for parameters such as repair tissue thickness and abnormal calcification.

In animal cartilage repair studies, the acute defect may or may not include subchondral bone damage, and during repair, extensive subchondral bone resorption can sometimes occur.^[@bibr38-1947603510397535],[@bibr42-1947603510397535],[@bibr43-1947603510397535],[@bibr120-1947603510397535]^ When there is subchondral bone resorption, and all soft tissue present in the section is evaluated, this will lead to artifactual overestimates of the cartilage repair tissue volume. Likewise, bone overgrowth leads to thinning of the articular layer and the presence of bone in the cartilage defect area.^[@bibr109-1947603510397535]^ To specifically analyze chondral repair tissue versus subchondral repair tissue, a curved "projected tidemark" should be drawn across the defect, using the tidemark of the flanking cartilage, to separate the cartilage repair from the subchondral repair tissue ([**Fig. 5**](#fig5-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}).

![Histomorphometry of chondral versus subchondral soft repair tissues. The example is from a 2-month repair of a trochlear full-thickness rabbit knee defect with two 0.9-mm microdrill holes.^[@bibr44-1947603510397535]^ (**A**) Safranin O--stained trochlear repair tissue, with the "projected tidemark" drawn through the defect area. (**B**) The chondral repair is cropped separately from the subchondral soft tissue repair for further histomorphometric analysis.](10.1177_1947603510397535-fig5){#fig5-1947603510397535}

Histological Scoring {#section13-1947603510397535}
--------------------

Histological scoring provides an important outcome measure of preclinical and clinical repair cartilage. Before undertaking histological assessments of cartilage repair, it is essential that the readers are trained to recognize morphological and structural features of normal and repair osteochondral tissues. In most histological scoring systems, readers judge the predominant repair tissue feature on an ordinal scale of 0 to 3 or 4, which gives a semiquantitative and relatively crude approximation (i.e., 0, +, ++, +++). The data are then analyzed by nonparametric statistical tests (Mann Whitney *U*, Kruskal-Wallis). Semiquantitative scoring systems are notorious for having reader-specific interpretation, and more recently, it was shown that among 3 independent readers, interreader and intrareader agreement is actually quite low.^[@bibr55-1947603510397535],[@bibr60-1947603510397535]^ Therefore, to aim for the highest objectivity in a study, it is advisable that histological evaluations are performed by 2 or 3 independent blinded readers. Any wide discrepancies between the readers, that is, differences greater than 30% on a 100-point scale, or differences of 2 ordinal numbers on a 0- to 3-point scale, should be agreed upon in a consensus meeting, while the samples are still blinded. The final data set for statistical analyses can either be averaged for all readers (where consensus scores are not required) or expressed as a consensus score.^[@bibr121-1947603510397535]^ Interreader and intrareader reproducibility can be calculated using intraclass correlation coefficients^[@bibr122-1947603510397535]^ that are superior to Pearson correlations for this purpose. Although outside the scope of this article, a well-defined preplanned statistical analysis accounting for multiple outcome measures is essential to ensure proper control of type I and type II errors and the effects of multiplicity and missing values. A good review of these issues can be found in the companion article on patient-reported outcomes for cartilage repair.^[@bibr123-1947603510397535]^

In animal models for which whole joints are available for study, a variety of cartilage histological grading systems for cartilage repair tissue have been developed (recently reviewed by Rutgers *et al*.^[@bibr55-1947603510397535]^). A frequently employed assessment tool is the O'Driscoll score,^[@bibr41-1947603510397535]^ while some studies have used the more simple Pineda score.^[@bibr102-1947603510397535]^ The Pineda system evaluates 4 histological features: filling of defect, reconstitution of the osteochondral junction, matrix staining, and cell morphology^[@bibr102-1947603510397535]^; a score of 0 represents normal articular cartilage. The O'Driscoll score additionally evaluates surface regularity, structural integrity, tissue thickness, lateral integration (bonding), cellularity, chondrocyte clustering, and adjacent cartilage degeneration,^[@bibr41-1947603510397535]^ and a score of 24 represents normal articular cartilage. Modified O'Driscoll scores (MODS) have also been reported, where matrix staining (0-4) was replaced by a continuum of percentage staining (0%-100%),^[@bibr124-1947603510397535]^ or additional categories such as inflammation and subchondral bone health were added.^[@bibr47-1947603510397535],[@bibr125-1947603510397535]^

To specifically evaluate the quality of repair tissue in patient biopsies, the Histological Endpoint Committee of the International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) developed a Visual Assessment Histological Scale in 2003.^[@bibr68-1947603510397535]^ This histological scoring system, termed ICRS-I, assesses 6 components of repair, including surface architecture, matrix, cell distribution, cell population viability, subchondral bone, and abnormal cartilage mineralization. Like the O'Driscoll score, the ICRS-I system uses discrete integer scores (0-3) to describe a continuum of tissue features in heterogeneous tissues and has shown low interreader agreement.^[@bibr60-1947603510397535]^ Therefore, a new histological scoring system was developed (ICRS-II), using a continuous visual analog scale (VAS) and 14 criteria to assess parameters related to chondrocyte phenotype and tissue structure.^[@bibr60-1947603510397535]^ In the VAS system, the reader generates a pen mark along a 100-mm line according to worst (0) to ideal cartilage features (100), which is then measured with a ruler and converted to a numerical score from 0 to 100. Better interreader consistency was found using the ICRS-II VAS scoring system compared to MODS or ICRS-I, which use discrete integers.^[@bibr60-1947603510397535]^ In the ICRS-II, the "overall assessment" and "matrix staining" scores showed the highest correlation coefficients for interreader and intrareader variability (*r* \> 0.80).^[@bibr60-1947603510397535]^ The ICRS-II represents an improvement over previous histological cartilage repair grading systems in terms of reader reproducibility, but its ability to predict long-term repair durability will need to be determined.

Histomorphometric Evaluation of Cartilage {#section14-1947603510397535}
-----------------------------------------

Quantitative histomorphometry can be performed on human biopsies and animal repair tissue, using histomorphometric software. Negative controls using omission of primary antibody, isotype antibodies or antigen-preabsorbed antibody solutions should always be included to assess background staining, and positive controls using intact cartilage should also be included. The use of scanned digital images can ensure that all digital section images have the same light intensity. For samples that include bone, repair tissue thickness can be evaluated using a line tool.^[@bibr43-1947603510397535],[@bibr91-1947603510397535],[@bibr92-1947603510397535],[@bibr96-1947603510397535]^ If the tissue is irregular, an average thickness can be generated from several line thickness measurements. In animal repair samples, defect width, percentage coverage of the defect bone base with integrated repair tissue, and percentage coverage of the defect bone base with detached repair tissue can be further analyzed using line tools.^[@bibr89-1947603510397535]^

Repair tissue area can be measured using volume tools and thresholding software (for example, ImageJ, NIH, Bethesda, MD and Northern Eclipse, Mississauga, ON, Canada). Manual or automatic thresholding software algorithms can be used to further determine percentage staining for collagen type I, collagen type II, and Safranin O for glycosaminoglycan^[@bibr69-1947603510397535],[@bibr115-1947603510397535]^ ([**Fig. 3**](#fig3-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}). First, a calibrated digital image of the osteochondral specimen is acquired, and using the cropping tool, a new image file is created that contains only the soft cartilage repair tissue (the region of interest \[ROI\]). Next, in the cropped image, the value for total tissue area (TA) is determined by training the threshold tool to recognize the whole soft cartilage repair tissue area. Finally, in the cropped image, the threshold tool is trained to recognize total stained tissue (TS) (immunopositive or histostained). The percentage of stained repair tissue is then determined by the following equation: % stained = TS/TA\*100.

A cautionary note in using percentage staining as the main structural outcome should be made. Strong staining for collagen type II and Safranin O can be obtained in structurally disintegrated samples,^[@bibr126-1947603510397535]^ indicating the need for histological scores in addition to histomorphometric findings, to properly evaluate the biopsy.

Evaluation of Subchondral Bone {#section15-1947603510397535}
------------------------------

The importance of subchondral bone health in cartilage repair is being increasingly recognized.^[@bibr68-1947603510397535],[@bibr89-1947603510397535],[@bibr102-1947603510397535],[@bibr125-1947603510397535],[@bibr127-1947603510397535]^ In animal cartilage repair models, subchondral cysts are abnormal and can be identified as visible fibrous white tissue or tissue voids in the subchondral tissue. To evaluate cyst severity, 2 sections from a distinct level in the defect are given a cyst score according to the area percentage of the bone section occupied by the cyst (0 = no cyst, 1 = 0%-25%, 2 = 25%-50%, 3 = 50%-75%, and 4 = more than 75% of the bone area is occupied by a cyst). The average score is used as the final cyst score for a particular defect.^[@bibr43-1947603510397535]^

Subchondral bone is histologically evaluated in the ICRS-I and ICRS-II scales, but the current scoring systems are limited in that different subchondral repair tissues can yield a similar score. For example, subchondral callus and subchondral bone remodeling could receive similar scores of 2 on a 0- to 3-point scale^[@bibr68-1947603510397535]^ or a score of 60 on a 0-to-100 VAS scale.^[@bibr60-1947603510397535]^ Alternatively, quantitative structural data of subchondral bone parameters can be generated using stereology and histomorphometry. The bone volume fraction of a specific region of interest, thickness of the subchondral plate, and subchondral bone porosity (surface density) can be evaluated using bone histomorphometric software. Bone surface volume (Sv) and volume fraction (Vv) can be analyzed in a particular region of interest by stereology.^[@bibr89-1947603510397535]^ The significance of these bone parameters has yet to be fully understood, although more complete bone repair^[@bibr44-1947603510397535],[@bibr47-1947603510397535]^ and a more porous subchondral bone repair^[@bibr43-1947603510397535],[@bibr89-1947603510397535]^ of marrow-stimulated defects were previously correlated with a more hyaline repair cartilage in animal models.

Collagen Structural Organization {#section16-1947603510397535}
--------------------------------

Collagen organization in adult hyaline articular cartilage is important for maintenance of tissue load-bearing capacity.^[@bibr128-1947603510397535]^ To observe zonal collagen organization, PLM can be performed on H&E-stained sections or unstained sections that are dehydrated and mounted in permanent mounting media. In normal articular cartilage, the radial deep zone contains fibers oriented perpendicularly and anchored into the tidemark, and the superficial zone contains horizontal collagen bundles ([**Table 1**](#table1-1947603510397535){ref-type="table"}). The intermediate zone contains anisotropic fibers that do not change light polarization and thus do not generate birefringence. Cartilage exposed to collagenases that degrade the collagen architecture will diminish PLM birefringence, while exposure to aggrecanases can enhance PLM birefringence.^[@bibr128-1947603510397535]^ PLM can demonstrate horizontal surface and deep zone perpendicular collagen fibril orientation (**[Figs. 4D](#fig4-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"} and [4H](#fig4-1947603510397535){ref-type="fig"}**). A semiquantitative PLM scoring system was recently developed to grade collagen architecture and zonal stratification.^[@bibr22-1947603510397535]^ Blinded sections are graded on a scale of 0 to 5, where 0 = no organization, 1 = vertical deep zone apparent, 2 = deep zone well developed, 3 = 3 zones present, 4 = zonal proportions of normal articular cartilage, and 5 = hyaline cartilage organization. The average score of 3 readers is taken to represent the degree of tissue stratification and zonal organization of collagen fibers.

Conclusions {#section17-1947603510397535}
===========

Preclinical studies and RCTs for new cartilage repair strategies have successfully applied histological structural endpoints to evaluate the effects of treatment; in such studies, a control group must be included and assessments carried out with a trained team of blinded readers. Structural endpoints can be useful to interpret and validate noninvasive imaging and may be able to predict functional outcomes. Cartilage repair tissue and resurfacing is frequently heterogeneous, so it is paramount for the investigator to use methods that minimize bias insofar as it is possible by preplanned analyses with unbiased and representative sampling methods and uniform validated staining methodologies. Standardization of histological sample collection, processing, staining, and quantitative evaluation will further our collective efforts to develop better analytical and possibly prognostic tools to evaluate the outcome of cartilage repair treatments, thus leading to their improvement and/or new algorithms for treating symptomatic chondral and osteochondral lesions. Currently, there is no suitable substitute for histological analyses when tissue quality and cartilaginous character are to be assessed.
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